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Abstract
The goal of this research was to design and develop a working prototype of a new toy for
Hasbro®'s Nerfe line of foam projectile toys. Several years ago, Hasbro approached the
MIT CADlab about developing a new method for firing Nerfe foam balls. The hope was
that a new approach would be generated from which a new platform of products could be
developed. The result of the initial work was the development of Hopper Popper
ActivationTM, which uses a bistable rubber spring to fire Nerf foam balls.
Due to its novel nature and the simplicity of its design, Hopper Popper Activation has
since been integrated into a single projectile toy named the Atom BlasterTM, which
reached the market in early 2007. Following the success of this project, Hasbro requested
that a multi-shot projectile toy be developed that makes use of Hopper Popper
ActivationTM, so that it may extend the platform of toys which use this new firing
mechanism.
This thesis follows the product design process that led to the development of the
Multi-Shot PopperTM, which incorporates Hopper Popper ActivationTM into a toy blaster
capable of storing and rapidly firing multiple foam ball projectiles. In addition to using
Hopper Popper ActivationTM, the Multi-Shot PopperTM was required to fulfill several
other requirements, including specific safety and performance specifications, while still
remaining a fun and enjoyable toy.
The design team created a series of iterative sketch models to test different
mechanisms and methods of accomplishing the stated functional requirements. At each
stage of the process, the successes and shortcomings of the current model were assessed
and small scale brainstorming sessions were held to generate new concepts. These new
concepts were combined with the successful features of the previous models until a final
alpha-prototype was created which meets the customer and user requirements.
Thesis Supervisor: David Wallace
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
MacVicar Fellow, Co-Director MIT CADlab
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objective
The goal of this research was to design and develop a projectile toy able to store and fire
multiple standard-size Nerfe balls using the Hopper Popper ActivationTM technology
previously developed in the MIT CADlab [1]. The developed product was required to
comply with all applicable safety standards provided by the sponsor company Hasbro®
Incorporated, while at the same time satisfying all stated and implied customer needs, and
maintaining the requisite level of fun for the user.
1.2 Outcome
After several model and design iterations, a working final prototype of the Multi-Shot
PopperTM was implemented, meeting the customer needs, as they are understood, while
also satisfying the applicable safety standards. The Multi-Shot PopperTM is unique
amongst projectile toys in that it is the only toy that is able to store and fire multiple
projectiles using Hopper Popper ActivationTM system as the firing mechanism.
Figure 1-1: Final Multi-Shot PopperTM Iteration
1.3 About this Thesis
A structured method of product design, as described in Ulrich and Eppinger's text
Product Design and Development [4], was used by the design team throughout the
development of the Multi-Shot PopperTM. It is beneficial to the development of any
successful product to use a structured design method, to reduce the risk of proceeding
with a flawed design. This thesis provides documentation of the sketch models that were
developed, and shows how the design of key modules progressed from one stage to the
next. This approach should allow the reader to follow the development of the Multi-Shot
PopperTM design from start to finish and thereby gain a fuller understanding of not only
how it works, but why it was designed to work in the way that it does.
Chapter 2
Planning
The planning phase involved all work done before the actual design of the product began.
It was a necessary first step in the product design process, as it was the stage during
which the key design considerations were defined, including:
- Specifications to be met by the product
- Limitations (safety or otherwise) to be placed on the product
- Target market for the product
- Existing competitors (state of the art)
Keeping these considerations in mind as the product design process progressed made
it easier for the design team to stay focused on feasible ideas and prevented the team from
exploring the development of a design that was clearly deficient in any of these areas,
which would have rendered it unacceptable in the final analysis.
2.1 Customer Needs
Before any drawings were made or parts were sketched, it was necessary to identify the
users of the product and determine their needs. In the case of this project, the sponsor
and the end-user were different, each with their own set of needs, which both had to be
taken into account.
The sponsor, Hasbro, presented the design team with several specifications to be met,
encompassing the functionality as well as the safety of the product. The safety needs will
be detailed in the Standards and Safety section. The functional specifications for the
product were broad enough to allow for the design team to work with a relatively large
amount of freedom, encouraging the exploration of a variety of design approaches to
meet the customer needs.
The key sponsor needs were as follows:
- The product is a projectile toy that can accommodate standard Nerfo balls
- The product uses the Hopper Popper ActivationTM system as the discharge
mechanism
- The product can store multiple balls, and once loaded, can fire these balls in rapid
succession
- The product is not overly complex, either in its design or its use
- The product makes use of a familiar "pump-action" style of motion
- The product is safe and meets all applicable safety specifications as listed in the
Standards and Safety section
An additional sponsor requirement was that the product be fun, though this is
subjective and difficult to quantify. While it was an important requirement to keep in
mind, it is not listed above since the team decided that this would be achieved as a natural
consequence of meeting the other specifications.
In addition to the needs of the sponsor, it was important to consider the specific needs
of the actual end-user, or customer. Before beginning any work on the design of the
product, it was essential to know who the actual end-user would be and what his/her
needs were as they related to the product. The type of customer being targeted will, in
most cases, greatly affect the direction of the design process, as the customer needs will
vary across different segments of the population. For this project, the target user was
defined to be children over the age of 5. Accordingly, the following customer needs were
taken into account:
- The product is simple to use and does not require complicated instructions
- The required loading force is within the customer's limits (< 20 lb-f)
Using these sponsor and customer needs, the design team moved forward with the
following mission statement to define the design task:
To design and develop a safe, fun, multi-projectile toy that makes use of the Hopper
Popper ActivationTM system to fire Nerfi foam balls.
2.2 Standards and Safety
Anytime a product is being designed, it is necessary to make safety a priority. The
possibility for injury must be kept to a minimum through careful consideration of the
need for safety throughout the design process. At the same time, a careful balance
between safety and performance must be struck so as to ensure that this emphasis on
safety does not detract from the enjoyment of the product by the user.
Safety is especially important when designing a product intended for use by children.
As a general rule, children (and perhaps even adults!) can not be relied upon to read
written safety warnings, or expected to truly appreciate the risks involved in not obeying
these warnings. Therefore, it was incumbent upon the design team to create a product
with a sufficiently high level of safety that a parent would feel comfortable buying this
toy for his/her child.
In addition to the special safety risks presented by a product geared towards children,
a toy that fires projectiles bears added risk for injury (especially eye injury). With this in
mind, Hasbro® applies their own set of safety standards for projectiles, detailed in a
document entitled, "Corporate Quality Assurance, Safety and Reliability Specification,
SRS-045, Projectiles" [2]. The document can be found in its entirety in Appendix A.1.
From the beginning of the design process, it was known that the Multi-Shot PopperTM
would use stored energy to fire projectiles. This meant that the projectiles (Nerf foam
balls) were propelled by a discharge mechanism (Hopper Popper ActivationTM) capable
of storing and releasing energy under the control of the user. In other words, the toy
itself, and not the user, would define the amount of energy imparted to the projectiles.
This is in contrast to projectiles without stored energy, such as a Frisbee, boomerang, or
football, which are propelled solely by the energy imparted by the user.
Listed below are synapses of the sections of this document that applied to the Multi-
Shot PopperTM. Since the type of projectile was defined to be the standard Nerfe foam
ball, any sections relating only to the features of the projectile itself were assumed to be
satisfied.
Impact Test for Projectiles
Projectiles shall be propelled by their discharge mechanism six times into a concrete
block wall (or equivalent surface) at a distance of one foot plus the length of the
projectile from the front end of the discharge mechanism while the discharge mechanism
is aimed perpendicular to the wall. This test assures that the integrity of the projectiles
will not be compromised upon impact.
Improvised Projectile Testing
The discharge mechanism must not be capable of discharging projectiles other than
the projectile specifically designed for use with the discharge mechanism. Some of the
more common improvised projectiles include: pens, pen caps, markers, marker caps,
paper clips, pen refills, batteries, marbles, and pebbles.
Unexpected Discharging of Projectiles
The discharge mechanism must not discharge projectiles in an unexpected or
inordinately delayed fashion. During normal use, only the activating button, lever or
switch must be capable of discharging the projectile. The projectile must be discharged
within four seconds of launch activation.
Kinetic Energy and Kinetic Energy Density
Any projectile fired from a toy that has a kinetic energy above 0.08 Joules must have
an impact surface made of a resilient material. If the projectile kinetic energy exceeds
0.08 Joules, the projectile Kinetic Energy Density must be determined by dividing the
kinetic energy of the projectile by its contact area. This Kinetic Energy Density must not
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exceed 1600 J/m2
2.3 State of the Art
The roots of this project were found in the previous work done in the CADlab to develop
a novel line of projectile toys, resulting in the development of the Hopper Popper
ActivationTM system. Documentation of related work done in the CADlab can be found
in the theses of Barry Kudrowitz and Bill Fienup [1], Matt Blanco [7], and Andrew
Greenhut [8].
In their text Product Design and Development [4], Ulrich and Eppinger define the
four types of product development projects as follows:
- New product platforms involve creating a new family of products based on a
common platform.
- Derivatives of existing product platforms extend an existing product platform to
address different needs.
- Incremental improvements to existing products are slight changes to enhance or
eliminate flaws.
- Fundamentally new products are radically different products or production
technologies to address new or unfamiliar markets, usually at a high risk.
At the time this multi-projectile project was proposed, the Hopper Popper
ActivationTm system had not yet reached the market in any form, so there were no
directly comparable products to the Multi-Shot Popperm. In the intervening time
period, the Nerf* Atom BlasterTM reached the market, becoming the first consumer
product to use Hopper Popper Activation Tm in this way. However, the Atom Blasterm
was designed to hold and fire only a single Nerf ball, and was aimed at younger
customers, so it could not be seen as a direct competitor to the Multi-Shot PopperTm .
Rather, these two products were part of the same family of products based on a common
platform. Thus, the development of the Multi-Shot PopperTm fell under the category of
derivates of existing product platforms, as it extended the Nerf* and Hopper Popper
ActivationTM product platforms to cover the storage and firing of multiple projectiles.
I. I
I Igure 2-1: Nerf
Figure 2-1: Nerf' Atom Blastertm
For the purpose of comparison, the design team deemed that the closest competitors,
which would comprise the state of the art technology, would be any products able to store
and fire multiple Nerf* balls without the use of an electric motor. The two products
which best fit this description were the Nerf4 Ball Blaster, released in 1999, and its 2006
redesign, the Nere Reactor, both shown in Figure 2-2. While these products used
stored air pressure as the discharge mechanism, the overall function was the same,
allowing for a straightforward comparison.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-2: Nerf) Ball Blaster (a) and Reactor (b)
Chapter 3
Concept Development
3.1 Introduction/Ideation
The customer needs defined several aspects of the design, such as the use of pump action,
ability to store multiple balls, and use of Hopper Popper ActivationTM as the firing
mechanism. These elements created a general framework for what the finished product
should look like and be able to accomplish. Equipped with this general definition, the
design team was able to bypass the initial brainstorming session that often serves as the
first stage of the product design process.
Instead, the design team conducted smaller scale brainstorming sessions on a modular
level throughout the course of the design process. These sessions were used to develop
different concepts for mechanisms or methods to perform a specific function or meet a
certain need. The most promising concepts were then integrated into sketch models to
test their feasibility, before a final prototype model was created, encompassing all of the
necessary design elements.
3.2 Background
One feature that was guaranteed to be a part of the finished design was Hopper Popper
ActivationTM as the firing mechanism, meaning that the rest of the design was generated
around this one element. It was therefore necessary for the design team to become
familiar with Hopper Popper ActivationTM. Understanding its capabilities, limitations,
strengths and weaknesses made it easier for the design team to know how best to
integrate this element into the rest of the design. To accomplish this, the design team
used several different methods, including experimenting with Hopper Popper
ActivationTM and consulting with Barry Kudrowitz, one of the primary developers of
Hopper Popper ActivationTM. The theses of both Andrew Greenhut [8] and Barry
Kudrowitz and Bill Fienup [1] served as excellent resources, as they contained an in
depth explanation of the development and behavior of Hopper Popper ActivationTM.
3.2.1 Hopper Popper Activation
The most important part of Hopper Popper ActivationTM, and the part that supplied the
actual 'pop', was an injection molded bi-stable rubber toy called a "hopper popper," or
"dropper popper." These toys will henceforth be referred to as "poppers."
When in its natural, non-inverted state, the popper resembled half of a hollow rubber
sphere (similar to a cereal bowl), as shown in Figure 3-1a. However, the key to the
popper was that it was capable of storing energy when inverted, as shown in Figure 3-l b.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-1: Poppers in the Natural (a) and Inverted (b) States [1]
The traditional intent for the popper was to make use of its own stored energy to
launch itself, rather than to fire independent projectiles. When inverted and then dropped
onto the ground or other surface, the popper would convert its stored energy into kinetic
energy, launching itself into the air. In essence, the popper acted as both the projectile
and the firing mechanism. However, if the popper was held in place when its stored
energy was released, that energy could instead be transferred into the kinetic energy of a
projectile. This was the realization that led to the development of Hopper Popper
Activation TM . To accommodate standard Nerf foam balls, a popper with a diameter of
2.2 inches in its natural state was used, allowing a Nerf foam ball to rest in the inverted
popper, as shown in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2: Inverted Popper with Nerfo foam ball [1]
Since the popper had never before been used in this manner, it was necessary to
design a device to perform this function. Several considerations had to be taken into
account during this process. The device, or popper holder, had to allow the popper to
freely invert and return to its natural position while keeping the popper firmly in place.
However, it could not provide excessive resistance, which would decrease the amount of
energy capable of being transferred to the projectile.
Additionally, when the popper was inverted, its rim diameter increased 0.4 inches
radially [1], which had to be accounted for in the design of the popper holder. If this
increased diameter was not accommodated, the popper would have been prevented from
reaching its fully inverted state due to the restrictions of the holder, applying forces in the
horizontal direction as shown in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3: Direction of resistance preventing full popper inversion
This presented multiple problems. If the popper never became fully inverted, it
would never reach its second stable position, and the ball would be ejected as soon as it
was released by the user. Since all projectiles must be released in a controlled manner,
allowing the popper to become fully inverted was essential. Furthermore, fully inverting
the popper allowed it to store the most energy, increasing the firing distance of the
projectile. Finally, the added resistance made it much harder to invert the popper,
making inverting forces too high for a young user.
The final iteration of the popper holder incorporated a tight internal geometry to
prevent unnecessary motion of the popper, while still allowing the popper to invert freely.
Small rubber gasket segments were added at three points around the rim to keep the ball
in place once loaded. Figure 3-4 illustrates a cross sectional view of the securing device
with the popper itself appearing in blue as it fit inside the device. Figure 3-5 shows a
SLS (selective laser sintering) prototyped version of the final iteration.
Figure 3-4: Cross Sectional view of Popper Holder [ 1]
(a) (b)
Figure 3-5: Popper Holder with (a) and without (b) Popper [1]
3.3 Model Progression
As a natural consequence of the design process, the design team created several iterative
sketch models of the Multi-Shot PopperTM, each serving to illustrate and test different
aspects of the design. After each model was produced, the positive and negative aspects
were discussed and documented, and design improvements were suggested based on the
performance of the model.
To help the design process proceed in an orderly manner, and to ensure that the end
result would fulfill all necessary requirements, the major functions of the design were
divided into three categories: Storage/Loading, Popper Inversion and Triggering. These
categories represented all of the actions that the Multi-Shot PopperTM needed to perform.
While safety was one of the most highly ranked customer needs, it was not classified
as a distinct category because it was not possible to separate safety from the other
components of the design in that way. Listing safety as its own category would imply
that it was not a factor in the other categories, allowing for the development of unsafe
design elements. Attempting to go back and retroactively account for safety in inherently
unsafe designs was not an efficient method for product design. Therefore, the design
team was mindful of the safety requirements in each facet of the design.
What follows is a description of the models that were created, arranged in
chronological order, along with how each model addressed the three major functional
requirements listed above. By examining the design process through the progression of
the whole models, and not merely the functional modules, it is easier to conceptualize
how the modules worked together and how the design of the Multi-Shot PopperTM
evolved. Reading about the process in true chronological order also makes it easier to
follow the changes and progression made along the way, as each model acted as a step
along the path of the product design process.
3.3.1 Wooden Model
The first significant model iteration will be referred to as the "wooden model," a sketch
of which can be seen in figure 3-6. Though simple in appearance, this model addressed
several functional issues, teaching the design team important lessons.
Figure 3-6: Sketch of Wooden Model
3.3.1.1 Popper Inversion
Prior to building the first model, the design team theorized different methods by which
the popper could be inverted, while also fitting into the shape of a traditional blaster. The
three most feasible possibilities were: Holding the Popper Holder stationary and pulling
on the popper from behind; Holding the Popper Holder stationary and pushing a foam
ball into the popper from the front with enough force to invert it; Holding a foam ball
stationary and forcing the popper to invert around the ball by pushing the Popper Holder
forward. Of these three methods, the first was selected as the most promising. With the
second and third approaches, some of the energy exerted to invert the popper would have
been lost by pushing into the foam ball, which would have deformed and absorbed
energy.
The main purpose of this model was to test the feasibility of inverting the popper by
pulling on it from behind while holding the Popper Holder stationary. Applying force to
the popper from behind required a linkage connecting to the popper, which could be
,er
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accomplished either by rigid or flexible attachment, which was the second aspect of
Popper Inversion being tested with this model. The design team chose to test string, a
flexible attachment, as the linkage.
To make the attachment to the popper, the design team placed an eye-bolt through the
hole in the center of the popper with the eye in back, fixing the bolt in place with a nut on
either side of the popper. The string was tied to the eye of the bolt in back of the popper
and then affixed in two locations to a shaft located farther back on the body of the model.
This shaft was press fit through the center of a larger wheel, to which the inversion force
could be applied. When the wheel was rotated, the shaft would rotate as well, winding
the string around the shaft and pulling back on the popper.
Figure 3-7: Eye bolt through Popper
Figure 3-8: Top view of Wooden Model showing eye-bolt through popper
Several rubber bands were placed around the circumference of the wheel, which
provided a high-friction surface to more easily apply force without slipping. To invert
the popper, a small block of wood was pressed down upon the top of the wheel and
Eye-bolt
pulled backwards, using the desired pump action, and winding the string until enough
force had been applied to invert the popper.
This model provided several key insights into the area of Popper Inversion. Most
importantly, it showed that it was indeed possible to invert the popper from behind. Also,
by using a large wheel on a smaller shaft to translate force to the popper, the user was
able to gain a mechanical advantage, reducing the required input force.
However, it also revealed the shortcomings of using string as the linkage material.
When the string was being wound, it would stretch, absorbing energy and increasing the
amount of energy required to invert the popper. Additionally, when the blaster was fired,
the popper had to unwind some length of string, thus rotating the shaft and wheel, as it
returned to its natural position, resisting the motion of the popper and decreasing the
amount of energy imparted to the ball. This caused the balls to be discharged with a
lower velocity.
An unexpected benefit of this approach was that the eye-bolt provided a solution to
one of the major safety concerns. Having the front of the bolt extend through the front of
the popper served two purposes. The first was to center the force of the popper in the
middle of the ball when it was launched, and the second was to make it much more
difficult to fire improvised projectiles. Most perceived improvised projectiles were small
and would need to rest in the center of the popper to be fired at any appreciable velocity.
Since the bolt occupied this position, any improvised projectiles would be restricted to
the edge of the popper, where they would receive only a fraction of the converted kinetic
energy from the discharging of the popper.
3.3.1.2 Storage/Loading
The secondary purpose of the model was to examine the suitability of a vertically
oriented loading/storage enclosure. The storage device was a plastic tube held by hand in
a vertical orientation above the firing platform. The tube could hold six foam balls, and
contained a compression spring to force the balls out of the tube. In this orientation,
while a single ball was in the firing position (from now on referred to as the "primary
ball") and ready to be discharged by the popper, the remaining stored balls were resting
on top of one another, with the second ball to be fired ("secondary ball") resting on the
primary ball.
Testing confirmed that it was possible to fire a ball in this configuration without a
significant loss in velocity. This presented two benefits. First, the stored balls held the
primary ball in place, keeping it from moving out of the firing position as the orientation
of the blaster was changed. Second, using the stored balls to perform this task eliminated
the need for a separate mechanism, simplifying the design.
Despite its useful lessons, the vertically oriented storage/loading tube was not seen as
an appealing permanent option, as its appearance was obtrusive and it gave the blaster a
clunky feel, reducing the perceived play value.
3.3.1.3 Triggering
The triggering in this model was performed simply by hand. The design team observed,
as was discovered in previous work by Barry Kudrowitz and Will Fienup, that the closer
to the center of the popper the force was applied, the less force was required to fire the
popper. While no mechanical triggering mechanism was put in place, this knowledge
aided in future development of a triggering mechanism.
3.3.2 Metal Model
The metal model iteration represented a big leap forward from previous models in many
respects and introduced for the first time several key design features which were present
in the final design of the Multi-Shot PopperTM
Figure 3-9: Metal Model
3.3.2.1 Popper Inversion
The method of popper inversion for this model drew from the lessons learned in the
previous model while also including several new design features. The approach of
inverting the popper from behind was retained, but the linkage mechanism was changed
significantly.
A multi-gear rack and pinion system was implemented that linked the popper to a
sliding pump mechanism. The sliding pump was connected to the primary gear with a
nylon rack, which will be referred to as the "main rack". A secondary, smaller gear was
attached to the primary gear, and the two gears rotated together. The tooth ratio of the
two gears was 4:1, generating a mechanical advantage of 4:1. This secondary gear was,
in turn, connected to two separate racks which each had a single grabbing tooth at the
front. To distinguish them from the main rack, these racks will be referred to as the
upper and lower "grabbers." The popper was mounted at the front and had a bolt
through it which played a role in both popper inversion and loading/storage.
Inversion of the popper involved two stages: the backward stroke and the forward
stroke of the pump mechanism. As the pump was moved backward during the initial
stage of the backstroke, the main rack rotated the primary gear, in turn rotating the
secondary gear. This drew the lower grabber backwards, causing it to hook onto the back
of the bolt attached to the popper. At the same time, the upper grabber moved forward.
A small inclined nub was placed on the track of the upper grabber and acted as a ramp,
causing the grabber to move downward into the path of the bolt as it moved across the
nub. As the pump reached the end of its backstroke, the grabbers met and exchanged the
bolt.
During the forward return stroke, the top grabber moved backwards, pulling the bolt
along with it. At the end of the return stroke, the bolt had been pulled back far enough to
invert the popper. The sliding pump and the racks had returned to their original position,
and when the popper inverted, the bolt was released by the upper grabber and the popper
was ready to fire.
This system allowed for both the forward and backward motions of the pump action
to contribute to the inversion of the popper. By harnessing energy in both directions, the
necessary travel distance of the pump was reduced, allowing the blaster to be more
compact. Additionally, the use of a 4:1 gear ratio reduced the amount of force required to
invert the popper by a factor of 4, making the process easier.
Figure 3-10 illustrates the interaction between the grabbers and the bolt during a
single popper inversion cycle. To make the process easier to follow, the point of contact
between the bolt and grabber(s) has been indicated by a circle. Figures 3-10 (a) and (f)
represent the beginning and end, respectively, of the inversion cycle, at which points the
bolt is not in contact with either grabber.
(b) Contact with lower grabber
(c) Backstroke continues (d) Bolt Exchange
(e) Return stroke (f) Fully Inverted
Figure 3-10 (a)-(f): Exchange of bolt during Popper Inversion
(a) Initial State
3.3.2.2 Storage/Loading
In this model the storage enclosure for balls was moved to the interior of the blaster,
contributing to a more compact design. A length of PVC tubing with a compression
spring in the back was used to store up to 7 balls. This tube also served as the guide for
the sliding pump used in the inversion process. An elbow joint at the front of the tube
directed the balls into the firing position in front of the popper. This elbow joint could be
rotated 900 to allow the balls to be loaded.
Figure 3-11: Visualization of balls in storage chamber
Loading of the balls happened simultaneously with inverting. As the bolt was pulled
back out of the way, the first ball was pushed into the firing position by the spring in the
back of the storage tube. Prior to inverting the popper, the secondary ball applied an
upward force on the primary ball, pinning it against the bolt, as shown in Figure 3-12.
Figure 3-12: Primary ball pinned against bolt
As the bolt was drawn back, it pulled the ball back slightly, coming to rest slightly
behind where it began, but now centered in front of the popper. The secondary ball still
provided some force on the primary ball, pushing it against the top wall of the firing area,
and keeping it in the proper firing position. As the design team learned in the previous
model, the primary ball could still be fired with sufficient velocity while being held in
place by the secondary ball.
Figure 3-13: Foam ball in fully loaded position
3.3.2.3 Triggering
Triggering was again performed by hand for this model. A small force applied on the
back of the bolt was sufficient to discharge the popper, as long as the bolt was pushed
straight ahead. If the bolt was twisted or the force was not applied parallel to the motion
of the racks, a much higher triggering force was required. This discovery helped to shape
the development of a mechanical triggering mechanism in the next model.
3.3.3 Rapid Prototyped (RP) Model
This final model was an approximation to not only a "works-like" model but also a
possible "looks-like" model. While retaining many of the mechanical elements
integrated into the Metal Model, the RP Model also took on a sleeker, more finished
shape. The body was fully enclosed, hiding all of the mechanical elements from the user.
Hasbro provided the design for a commonly used handle, which was incorporated into the
model. The overall design of the blaster was reminiscent of a traditional shotgun, with
the sliding pump, large firing barrel and trigger location.
This model was designed in SolidWorks and rapid prototyped by Hasbro using stereo
lithography (SLA). A set of CAD drawings can be found in Appendix A.2.
Figure 3-14: Fully Assembled RP Model
3.3.3.1 Popper Inversion
The RP Model used the same mechanism for popper inversion as the Metal Model. Once
again a rack and pinion system was used to invert the popper, with the main rack
produced as a part of the top of the sliding pump. A new gear and set of racks was
fabricated, but due to inaccuracies in the production of the parts, the same gears, and
shorter versions of the same racks from the Metal Model were used.
Figure 3-15: Rack and pinion system
A new problem that was encountered with this model was having the front gripping
tooth on the grabber racks break off due to excessive stress on this single tooth. The
actual source of the problem was hard to identify because the model could only be
operated while it was completely assembled. This meant that the inner workings were
fully enclosed, so the grabber (and the source of the problem) could not be seen.
One possible explanation for this problem was the poor meshing of the primary gear
and the main rack. There was a very tight fit between the teeth of the primary gear and
those of the main rack, meaning that the primary gear did not rotate smoothly as the
pump was moved backward, instead often moving in short bursts and possibly causing
the grabbing tooth to break.
Another problem was the roughness of the material used to produce the model. By
design, the fit between the sliding pump and the storage barrel was tight; however, the
friction between these pieces was larger than expected, requiring more force than
anticipated to overcome this resistance. By sanding the outside surface of the storage
barrel and the inside surface of the sliding pump, the friction was reduced by a small
amount. The amount of sanding that could be performed was limited by the thickness of
the walls of the model. If too much surface material was removed, the walls would have
become too thin and might have cracked or broken.
A final step taken to combat the dry friction was the addition of Johnson's Baby
Powder. This acted as a solid lubricant and allowed the pump to slide much more easily,
in turn allowing the primary gear to rotate more smoothly. However, the baby powder
had to be reapplied often to continue to be effective and was not a good long term
solution.
3.3.3.2 Storage/Loading
The storage and loading aspects of this model were very similar to the previous model.
The cylindrical storage chamber running from the back to the front of the blaster was
long enough to store 6 balls, and housed a compression spring at its rear to push the balls
out of the front of the chamber and into the firing position. A semi-spherical guide piece
was attached to the front of the spring to mimic the shape of a foam ball and to help push
the balls forward through the elbow joint and into the firing position.
The elbow joint leading from the front of the storage chamber to the firing chamber
was rotated 900 to allow for loading. To ensure that the elbow would not over-rotate in
either direction, a small guide post was placed on the side of the joint. This post was
designed to fit into a guide channel cut into the side of the blaster, which prevented the
elbow joint from rotating beyond 900 and from going beyond the correct firing position.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-16: Elbow Joint closed (a) and open (b) to allow loading
After the balls were loaded, the primary ball was lightly pinned between the
secondary ball and the bolt extending out of the popper. When the popper was inverted,
the bolt would draw the primary ball backwards and into the firing position, with the
secondary ball pinning the primary ball against the roof of the firing chamber.
As the model was tested, two major factors were identified that sometimes combined
to prevent the balls from reliably moving into the proper firing position. First, the
unexpectedly high friction of the production material resisted the motion of the balls
through the storage chamber and the elbow joint. Secondly, the inside diameter of the
loading chamber and the elbow joint did not have sufficient clearance space for the balls.
Due to the high friction, the balls were unable to slide (translating without rotating)
across the surface of the storage chamber as they were pushed forward by the spring,
instead being forced to roll along the surface. This became a problem as the balls
attempted to roll through the elbow joint. Because of the lack of extra clearance, one ball
would sometime roll up the side of the ball in front of it, trapping both balls in the elbow.
The inside of the storage chamber and elbow was sanded extensively in an attempt to
reduce the friction and provide more clearance, but this did not have any noticeable
effect. Baby powder was added inside the elbow to act as a solid lubricant and did result
in improved performance, but had to be reapplied often.
After sanding failed to provide any noticeable improvement, the design team
attempted to overcome these problems by increasing the force supplied by the spring. It
was theorized that with more force, the balls might be successfully pushed through the
elbow despite the high friction and tight clearance.
A spacer was placed behind the spring at the back of the storage chamber, which
moved the spring forward. This increased the compression of the spring when the
chamber was loaded, causing the spring to supply a greater force to the balls. However,
this increased force failed to improve the performance. A second spacer was added,
further increasing the force, but this also yielded the same results.
3.3.3.3 Triggering
This model included a mechanical trigger, located in the contoured handle, which was
based on a common blaster handle design provided by Hasbro. This handle and the
trigger can be seen in Figure 3-17.
Figure 3-17: Handle and Trigger
The trigger was located near the back of the blaster, in the same position it would
occupy in a traditional shotgun. This traditional location, along with the familiar pump
action, allowed the user to intuitively understand how to operate the Multi-Shot
PopperM. This instant familiarity was viewed as a benefit to any toy marketed to
children, who may lose interest in a toy that was extremely complicated to operate.
The triggering mechanism itself involved several components, as shown in Figure 3-
18. These components were necessary to translate the force applied to the trigger at the
back of the blaster into a force on the popper at the front of the blaster.
Figure 3-18: Triggering Assembly
The part of the trigger visible to the user comprised only about one third of the entire
trigger. The section of the trigger that was hidden had a raised key on one side, which fit
into a keyway inside of the handle. This ensured that the trigger would move in only a
single plane and would not twist or rotate.
Figure 3-19: Trigger
The trigger was directly connected to the lower linkage, which was held in place by a
pin through a hole in the middle of the linkage. Near the connection to the trigger, this
linkage was attached to a fixed point in the blaster with a spring, so that after being
displaced, both the linkage and trigger would return to their normal position. As the user
pulled back on the trigger, the lower linkage would rotate about the pin. This rotation
resulted in horizontal movement at the top of this linkage, which in turn translated into
horizontal motion of the upper linkage attached to the top of the lower linkage.
This upper linkage was then connected to the "pusher", which was the final piece of
the triggering assembly, and was the piece that actually made contact with the popper,
causing it to invert and discharge the projectile. The pusher fit into a horizontal channel
behind the racks and gears, which restricted its motion to a single plane, harnessing only
the horizontal displacement of the upper linkage.
Figure 3-20 shows the location of the triggering assembly both before and after
triggering occurs. In Figure 3-20(a) the popper inversion stage has been completed and
the popper is ready to discharge a projectile. Figure 3-20(b) shows the triggering
assembly after the trigger has been pulled back, and the stored energy of the popper has
been discharged.
(b)
Figure 3-20: CAD Model displaying trigger assembly ready for triggering (a) and
immediately after projectile has been discharged (b).
The head piece of the pusher was designed to contact the popper as close to its center
as possible to keep the triggering force to a minimum, ensuring that the popper would
discharge reliably. However, since this head piece was located directly behind the
popper, it had to be designed to allow the bolt to pass through it freely. The first iteration
of the head piece allowed the bolt to fit through it, but a problem arose during popper
inversion.
As the bolt was pulled back by the grabbers, its vertical orientation remained fixed,
but it would jostle horizontally from side to side a small amount. This side to side motion
brought the bolt into contact with the sides of the head piece, and the threads on the bolt
would sometimes get caught on the head piece. The bolt would then become stuck and
could not be pulled back by the grabber, preventing the popper from fully inverting. This
was also another likely cause of the front tooth breaking off of the grabber during
inversion - a problem cited above in the Popper Inversion section. By redesigning the
head piece to allow for more side to side motion, and using smooth electrical tape to
cover the rough metal edges where contact with the bolt would occur, as shown in Figure
3-21, this problem was solved.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-21: Initial (a) and refined (b) head piece of pusher
A final shortcoming of this trigger design was that there was very little safeguard
against unexpected discharge of projectiles. By its nature, the popper would be stable
once it had been inverted, requiring some outside force to cause a projectile to discharge.
However, it was possible that if the blaster was dropped or bumped against a rigid object,
the jarring effect would cause the popper to return to its natural position and discharge a
projectile unexpectedly. Due to the fragility of this model, the design team chose not to
test this scenario extensively.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
4.1 Summary
The design team began this project with the goal of designing a safe and fun toy, which
used Hopper Popper ActivationTM to fire multiple Nerfe foam balls. Through the product
design process a series of iterative models were produced, from which the team was able
to learn which concepts worked well and where problems were found, learning valuable
lessons to be used as the design process progressed.
The final iteration of the Multi-Shot PopperTM had some functional limitations but
was sufficient to illustrate that all of the key customer needs were likely to be satisfied by
the proposed solutions. It was capable of storing 6 standard Nerf balls, used Hopper
Popper ActivationTM as its discharge mechanism, was simple to operate, used pump
action and took safety into account. While the final implementation of the loading
system was not completely reliable, the design itself was shown to work in a previous
model, and the popper inversion and triggering system both perform well.
The Multi-Shot PopperTM's ability to shoot multiple foam balls using Hopper Popper
ActivationTM was something that no other toy could match. Additionally, it had a sleek
appearance, was relatively compact, simple to operate, and used a fun pump-action style
of motion. These features, along with its novelty, are intended to give the Multi-Shot
PopperTM a unique place within its intended market.
4.2 Future Work
Future work on the Multi-Shot PopperTM could include implementing more stringent
safety measures to prevent unexpected discharge of projectiles. In the retail version of
the Nerfo Atom BlasterTM, a safety mechanism was implemented that locked the popper
in place once it was inverted, and prevented it from being discharged unless a ball was
properly seated in the firing position. This safety mechanism guarded against firing
improvised projectiles and might be a good candidate for use with the Multi-Shot
PopperTM. The addition of a dry lubricant improved the reliability of the loading process
in the final prototype, but a permanent solution should be pursued. Suggested solutions
include increasing the diameter and/or decreasing the sharpness of the curve of the elbow
joint, or using a different production material with lower friction. The trigger could be
raised so that it is in line with the sliding pump, preventing a torque from being created
around the handle as the user operates the toy. The loading procedure could be refined
by adding a small catch at the end of the elbow joint to hold the balls in place as the
elbow joint is rotated back to the firing position.
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DIMENSIONS OF IMPROVISED PROJECTILES
(All asurements in inches)
A) ConectionPen Cp i
1) Penel Opaing Fluid Conecian Pen
Oil-Bsed Quick Dry
18 ml ZLC1-W
Manfacturre Pentel Ca. L~
Mald in Japan
B) Marker
1) Pa telMaker
F50
Made in Japan
Al) tDtglena~th-1.0l ches
m nihnnm diameaer- 0-7 inch
ninimmian d rter- 53 inch
Dimensins
Bi) totallegh -33 iches
iameter- 091 inch
Ti~: lqng- 0.28; width-0.18 inch
Tip Body lngt& -070 inch
ma. diamener-0.65 inch
nIfL diameter-0.36 inch
C) Marker Ca
1) Flurescemnt Cap
Zebra Pen 2
ThSin ize Cap
2) FhnScent Pn Cap
Zebra Pen 2
Tbn Size Cap
3) Fibr p Pement Marker Cap
Asthie 70 HigihPermaue
Xylene Free EK-70
Manubmit$ r Shaschita Prdrc
Made in Japan
4) Fiber Tip PermAIent Mader Cap
Attline 70 EhigPerforman
Xylne Free EK-700
Mandue Sciht PrJductMade in Japan
Cl) length -0.93 ich
max diamn er - 035 inch
mn diameter - 0.23 ich
C2) kleu - 1.82 inches
man. diamer - 0%58 inch
mun dci eter - 028 inch
C3) kBth- 1.71 inches
ma. diameter - 0.66 inch
mni dmeter- 0.51 inch
C4) evgth- 152 inches
rn diameter - 0.70 inch
am. diameter -0.69 inch
DimEHACDS
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1) Tm Clip
# Eleptmt Tihgal
Art No. PM121
Made inhCina
DI) length - 119 iwes
man. diameter -037 inch
mi. diameer - 0.15
dietert ofwire -0.04 inch
E) Pen
1) Ball PenBody
Zebia -New Crystal
N-5000
MadeinJpan
2) BallPemBody
Zebra -Had-Crystal
N-5100
Madein Japan
3) Ball Pen Body
Bic #C-B-19
4) B Pen Cap
Zebra N-5000
MadeinJapm
5) Bald lniMtalNo~zle
Zebra - Hard Cys
N-5100
PnsReil
1) Bic #C-B-19
2) Zetn Badpoint Pen ReilBR-AiA-H-B
El) kng- 4S6 ines
mn diamneae- 032 inch
min dameter -0200 inch
E2) kogth-4.3 inches
mar diameter - 031 inch
min d -iner- 0.21 inch
E3) legth- 532 inich
max dimmner - 0.29 inch
miL diametr -0.24 inch
E4) length- 232 rches
ma. diameer - 0-47 inch
min diamter -0.25 inch
E) length- 0.46 inch
max. diamneer- 0.22 inch
mit diameer -0.13 inch
Dimni=ns
Fl) length- 5.17 irrh
nma diamener - 0.19 inch
min diameer - 0.12 inch
K F2) length 5 48 iches
max diameler- 0.12 inch
mim dimetr -0.09 ich
D.inemio
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1) ~Ehi" AA
2) "E- gizAAA
3) 'mgiedC Si&.
H) Madse & Nitb
1) Dimer 1"
2) Dinneter 0.35"
3) Dimuete 0.642"
Gl) Iet&- 1.74 ichs
diameer- 0.41 imh
G2) Imgth-197 kenh
diaer- 0.52 inch
G3) kIgh- 195 inrhes
diamaetr- 099 inh
HI) dimfter -1 inch
H2) dsamne -0.635 inch
H3) dinau -0o642
IHan de auuihounaflamdrinurvimipoj.cle shdllinrczed (Nti t EKi*itio) te fillouing Ti
zliiwbkfljfative sieic enegy; or iidpcl ltte n f nigid ariesilmh tind]d
pojectilej ; tre ki awidgy densty.
5-6 Pjt Ca*ddipuim Etunlin
P dijc snile n mnot tot hsiektjcfs (i l(ibs main, fau c) fhtpkle fim he main body ofthe
pojeclil ile lo paltetialo gEasHe a filhDk' eaet Geallyphjetinaf tat1mai n16"
cra mre franhe boaofphde pjmetil mdtbbd a gle of 300 desnes fma te boD ad y le
Cot "libdek do he body willbe amidujd s kigng the poantial to pfIa& fiudh eft adm
are t acqiblek trus afrH* 0 HabroB I, poeads. HOvwE, pujedihs of a sia Se indar spe
sucrh dt they" aon't pmedtale he fl dph oAfhe HHao SkPmmaal Test FiRde (ae S1S-004,
Figme 2) in thr nond figlt a6amtit &&a be niclud raublI IEr&gMdsso confImi.a lie
amdl aio of alpjediles nat be awd by QuaikyA anurL
5-7 Uneapecd DI$Cdoing Of Prjectlks
IDanknt suimflrogh - ifS. disrklau duziis nn cnble of ddmginflp jmedi inn a
mf arnspct~uakemud uufr ykdyd diU Wlmnke pojctilekisinislkm cknge
posiuian oly &e actiatini li, Jew a u ikh mau be spble fdircging eo pjectikl The
ata i d m Imenf t  o l Uayk gois reunsnly fonesnabike nal phy modes mut ot
auivalte t dieumfp mnimnt
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Al, anosiam eyme amd nmum•y py•epdhni og a cying m te tayn•t t tatu I foe
disArr mnAinnin hadditinu, thepcjacdile d didmge witfin a aumE timu psiod aflr
activtimL (sS 6.)
5-8 Rojeie EwgKinetic nyDaiy
lThe poj~ e kideic y d msaut be deamina m Ipmajdiws il kiic ugy gel
dtn jade Tlle P1eajide Kietic Fne Dumity is the kiticd e.lmrf the pujectdie dyidby is
emkct m in -ii (t imlgi odht ti dm) pojdiles the crmu aeis m rued by
iappying a mideAl aiuing (e6t sj paEaU U )B thedpujIadt, iWg iat a oIikde*o0ih 1 tW
awuy ondmeafsing fthear•w6e he• maid dme Am is demumi•u•iy he• I•w
Radiis in mea Aam= i?
RsasinaikdmrAnr= hoOn5nr?
Tlue knei enagy deity i EaraodsjunlmL
59 ArwsDarl s bnd Omhrm alks aw w td Bows
TIhe iic ena of ms, dat and • pjecilms intwkd tobe m d e ii red to he
pjle by &a&I tfrm aig e Ije apith&f bhietr ndiy fe•Su rdady. lbo
dpDih . fhb ýiPERamlsomNyh eblevdelocily, ildbmgin wid dMlAm d.fte hikJtp e for
kitike toyi i iknul my be mqiald.
Frbowgs, weIs an iIoild fEr tXe bow and skheluh bow drion& uig a mxmiumh vaf 8D0
a(35-6mawinbas afu a abhe mwanrs ,bt b a 28 inmn nm(imm(71 cm).
C SPEFIC&ATIONS
6.1 Nor pojcil ineaxkd to be faid fim e ty dabd hae simp lges per SRS-003, shodp poits per
SRS-OO2, or pts that fituint c axesiaa ip te 10& weiut is IrmNOT a) ixoatke Hud
cyinderperSRS3-001. (NcIF pn tr dtchs aremlt ofabls tast cuaumotbelamdcby
622 No prj.il deaal lveau d nignifilr h it genuhats a Ufinthk" effet (See 54)
6-3 Nopujezildffiaudiafaiyaldlut& atj hu iam lah2nn(Oin)2 m1 uhenmiUikmmdawableip
radisimaS i diecp pyrtimin ihthei itkicaugyofkhepzjediepretkblebdlowa
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PROJECTILE ENERGY LEVEL MINIMUM ALLOWABLE TIP RADIUS
up to.025joule 2nun
fm 025 to.05 joule 3 mm
fnma_05 to 10 jale 4nzn
fum.10tot.15 jeale 5mm
fiom.15 to 20joade 6nn
NOTE: Any rojectil wit an engy level of 25 joue a grernmst be ewd and e ppa ed by
Senior Vike Ph dent i Bmao Quality AmH o ey
Projectiles in the funn of mows ordarts orth msse-aped bj that are intended to be thwnby
the uw mst have res'imtips with an iac mea of at least 4 cn. (620 in2)
Helicoper uas and s •ep ler inned tobe powered o bstical ornearly wtial fligh*by a
sping mechais similar demnt ham a mig d The plminter that caopies with all the radii
zequirmenrlt O f this section,
64 Any projctile fired fr•m the toy that has a kinesti enaegy that exceeds .O jole (as detannied by sectim
5.1) shall have an impact srface (s) ofa res9iet ma~eia
NOTE If the fli : dmcht atirs of the pojedle such that it m~ bes tus moud in flight when
le kinetic enegy exceeds .08 jole, ben alprofle saces are tobe treated as impact
mfaces.
6-5 Disc~ a mechanin m mut be unable to disharge rdzas ikoied projecqles.
66 All projectiles mnt w stand the impact test fir pojediles (53 ab-ve) witut the generationf a
hazardnm candtion
67 A protective tip shal not be detached from theb projectile when mteced to quetsL tmt per SR-
006 (ie. 8 m-Ibs ique20.5 lbs tension) and shall not detach oraprdnwe a xeveal hazaudous points or
edges when fied into a soid object according to test procedue descibed in 53 abov
6.8 Projectiles ntu not be dismd an unrepected fashin Projectiles m discharge withinfi 4 seconds
afer mh activation (mless fime is aml waming in e h fuof hgl st u , et)
6.9 The Kinetic Engy Density of projectiles mst not exeed 1600 jolefn - (See sectiom 5.).
NOTE: Kinetic Energy Density demina~on is not reqred i r pjeciles swith an emergy level less than
.sjoude.
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6_10 A ty, wmatesed inaccoadme wiZ 5.2,shdl nat ejet a sed em pojecajl that ma inihe
rin of amream two at af tei fil diqd p
6a11 Any ~ujem LyCEsbe oadid~cag a pjetila ink iSecaaeg gmde im 0.jmule kst
cay a cudiamy t'adment a tite oy (see SES-0D - Secnim 4.8).
6.12 Allpojecmlues t naldewa ifrii batbeme andufl- a0per perituse, abis if and
unwimmal eskingf pPerxql xferte1t1 lp
613 Smrmy daftSblhcd Rq&ziren.ts
lip adii Redit'p* KE.D. Fail Tet
PjleTpe (Sectionm3) (6.4) (9) (6.10)
XiI Yes Yes No Yes**
Stmed mn Ye s YesYes* Ye Yes**
No eed eemy Yes Yes Yes* No
*Aplies oly KfE. i .08 jle
**Does not tply to dis• a- saca type pjectes.
7 REERENCES
7-1 963 (ASTM), sectiams 4i20 . d 8.15
72 Poduct Sdety ad Liiity RIpozt 8, 1/81, pp 645-646
73 NBS Ipart No. 10-193 "Olr ijr paytutil tpijedilhye t oys, 8(11W 2
7-4 EN71-1: 1998, Sacti~ 4.17 mad 825
7-5 Mduidlies l tg ' age to y Idactws itie, CPSC, 10/r8, Pr•e 18
716 Anusralim Sadad 16472-1992, "Chiu&ms Toys (Sity Reqauiunis), Cmnsruuliam
RaejuimentC, Sectin 7.15, Appeudiz K ad APPedix D.
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A.2 Final Shot Popper CAD Model [6]
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